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14° RALLY CITTA’ DI AREZZO-CRETE SENESI E VALTIBERINA: 
WAITING THE FOREIGN CREWS 

Arezzo and “Crete Senesi” have been confirmed their “historic” special stages and there will be special touristic
offer for foreign crews. 

AREZZO (Italy), 10 June 2020 - Valtiberina MotorSport is ready to welcome foreign crews to their race 
14th Citta di Arezzo-Crete Senesi e Valtiberina Rally on next 8 and 9 August. 

The race will be a unique challenge: first round of the Italian Rally Gravel Championship and also the first 
race of the Italian Cross Country Rally Championship, already the "tricolour" historic gravel 
Championship in addition of the first race of the Tour European Rally (TER) and TER HISTORIC and 
ultimate appointment of “Raceday” series 2019-2020. 

The race will be certainly adrenaline and entertainment moments on the special stages, remembering the 
“heroic” moments of the “eighties” world rallying. A charming race, embraced by Arezzo and Siena rolling 
countryside, which after being postponed for the emergency by COVID 19 found its place on August, how 
much it will be possible to live intense racing days, between sport and tourism in a “magical” Tuscany 
scenery. 

For this reason, will be created special tourist offers for foreign crews, their family and teams, to make
the race a very unique, unrepeatable experience. 

The Italian Motorsport Federation ACI Sport and all the organizers works to make the entire Italian rally 
sector resume well Valtiberina Motorsport is making a great organizational, human and economic effort to re-
propose the race after five months of stop due to a pandemic emergency and has rebuilt the track having to 
follow the new health regulations imposed by the Italian Government. 

A track will be in part rebuilt but will remain the best Special Stages symbol of the race and of the past world 
rallying. Following the prescriptions and health requirements for pandemic emergency, have been designed 
three special stages to be repeated, confirming infact the province of Arezzo and the “Crete Senesi” as great
emotional location. 

Further news on the logistics of the event and of the schedule will be released shortly in the official web site. 

The 2019 edition was won by Marchioro-Marchetti with the Skoda Fabia R5, the historic race was for 
Romagna-Lamonato, with an iconic Lancia Delta 16V. 
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